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TIMOTHY ELSON

India 2016

The big news for climbing in the Indian Himalaya, although only for 
2017, was the reduction in peak fees on 81 selected peaks as a pro-

motional scheme intending to encourage climbers to visit less frequented  
areas than the usual honeypots. There has also been a relaxation in the  
Protected Area Permit (PAP) regime to enable foreigners to visit the Nubra 
valley without a permit. In Sikkim 14 new peaks below 7,000m have been 
opened and there is an airport under construction in Pakyang, allowing 
flights into Sikkim for the first time. The FCO continue to advise against 
all travel to Jammu & Kashmir other than to Ladakh and the city of  Jammu. 
More detail can be found on the BMC website, where they have the Indian 
Mountaineering Foundation’s newsletter (not visible on the IMF website), 
APEX, volume 4.

Expeditions to the Indian Himalaya in 2016 were concentrated in the  
pre-and post-monsoon climbing seasons, as usual; below is a summary of  
the expeditions.

Indian East Karakoram
Between 25 August and 2 October, an Alpine Club team of  Derek Buckle,  
Mike Cocker, Drew Cook, Gus Morton and Knut Tønsberg visited the  
remote Nubra valley in the Indian East Karakoram. From Leh they trav-
elled over the Khardung La (5370m) to the Nubra valley and trekked for 
three days up the Tirit Phu, to the confluence of  the Rassa and Phunangma 
glacier outflows where they established base camp (4756m). Over the next 
few days they established camps on the lower Rassa glacier. From a high 
camp the team made the first (10 September) and second (11 September) 
ascents of  Peak 6222m, named Lak Kangri, via the south-east face (AD). 
On 19 September the team made the first ascent of  Peak 6315m, dubbed 
Thrung-ma Kangri, via the south face (D).

Between 5 May and 12 June the Indian team of  Rajesh Gadgil, Ratnesh 
Javeri, Vineeta Muni, Dinesh Korday, Roshmin Mehandru and Divyesh 
Muni attempted the first ascent of  Shahi Kangri (6934m) in the Indian East 
Karakorum. The team were unable to reach the proposed base camp due to 
loose terrain and a bottleneck in the Chip Chap Nala. They changed their 
objective to the unclimbed Nya Kangri (6480m) and established base camp 
at Phoglas (4630m) on 28 May. They worked their way up the south-west 
ridge of  Nya Kangri to within 250m of  the summit before being turned back 
by bad weather on 3 June. After five rest days they made a second attempt 
but again were forced down by weather that was so bad it also shut the 
Khardung La road with heavy snowfall.

In August and into the start of  September, Giorgos Margaritis, Petros 
Tolias and Nikolas Kroupis of  the Hellenic Alpine Club of  Komotini  
attempted the first ascent of  Nya Kangri (6480m) from the north side. After  
acclimatising on the popular Stok Kangri (6123m) they travelled up the  
Nubra valley and started the trek in on 25 August. They climbed up to 
5,810m on the south-southwest ridge, but after heavy snowfall on 29 August 
they retreated. They returned to Leh and climbed the Mentok group peaks 
in their remaining time.

Kishtwar
In October 2016, the American duo of  Jeff  Shapiro and Chris Gibisch made 
the third ascent of  Brammah II (6486m) in the Kishtwar, via the south face. 
Approaching from the Kijai Nala drainage to the cirque below Brammah 
II and Arjuna (6230m), they took three days to reach base camp from the 
roadhead. Access to the peaks from this side was complex and it took days 
of  exploration, with frequent rockfall and wet snow slides observed in the 
high temperatures; they focussed their attention on the most objectively safe 
route on the south face of  Brammah II. Setting off  early, they simul-climbed 
the lower section of  the face to a bivy. The second day provided the crux 
and they reached the summit at 6.30pm before taking one and a half  days 
to descend. They called the route Pneuma (1300m, VI, AI4, M5). The first 
ascent of  Brammah II was in 1975 by a large Japanese team via the west 
ridge from the Brammah glacier; this route was repeated by an Indian team 

Marikula Killa’s north spure with Peak 5780m on the left. (Martin Moran)
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in 1993. In 1975 a British expedition led by Rob Collister had attempted to 
approach Brammah II via the Kijai Nala but had not found a viable way in 
for the lightweight style of  trip.

Between 8 and 9 June 2016, an Italian team comprising of Nicola Binelli,  
Luca Cornella, Silvestro Franchini and Tomas Franchini made the first 
ascent of  the east pillar of  Kishtwar Shivling, to the summit of  the pillar 
(5780m). The team had made an initial attempt but were forced to retreat 
due to rockfall that damaged their ropes; during the night when back at 
their camp below the pillar, an avalanche narrowly missed their camp.  
In the morning Luca headed down to base camp. On 7 June the remaining 
three climbers re-fixed their ropes on the lower section and hauled their  
gear up. On 8 June, Nicola, Silvestro and Tomas set off  in alpine style,  
attaining their high point of  the previous attempt by 12.30pm and continuing 
to a cold bivy on top of  a snow mushroom, dubbed the ‘floating meringue’, 
at 5,600m. On 9 June they started early and reached the summit of  the pillar 
at 12.30pm, then abseiled the route, stripping their fixed ropes and those of  
a previous attempt (1992 Italian). They named their route Via dei Trentini 
(800m, VIII, A1, M4+). Kishtwar Shivling (6040m) was first climbed by 
Dick Renshaw and Stephen Venables in 1983 via the impressive north face. 
In 2015 the Swiss team of  Stephan Siegrist, Andreas ‘Dres’ Abegglen and 
Thomas Senf  made an ascent of  a hidden couloir on to the left of  the east 
pillar which they named Challo (WI5, M5) to the east summit (5895m); they 
described the route as reminiscent of  Supercanaleta on Fitz Roy.

In September 2016 Jim Lowther (UK), Mark Richey (US) and Mark  
Wilford (US) made the first ascent of  Gupta (5618m), a mountain in  
the Kishtwar. Approaching via the Dharlang Nala from Gulab Garh with 
15 horses it took them four days to reach base camp, which unfortunately 
was on the wrong side of  the river to the intended mountain; after a swim 
across the river a Tyrolean was set up. After some acclimatisation trips and a 
few days’ rest due to illness, the team set off  on 26 September to ascend the 
north-east face to the east ridge, summiting on 28 September and reaching 
base camp at 6pm on 29 September. The climbing was on generally sound 
granite with difficulties up to M5 and 5.9.

From 5 to 7 June, Max Didier and Cristobal Señoret (Chile) with the 
German climber Caro North made the first ascent of  a rock peak south of  
Kishtwar Shivling which they named Monte Iñaki (5370m) after their good 
friend Iñaki Coussirat who died on Fitz Roy in early 2016. They climbed 
the south-east ridge in alpine style, hand-drilling two bolts on the ascent. 
They named the route Namaste Dost/Arista de los Sueños (700m, 17 pitches, 
6c+/7a).

Zanskar
From mid-July to the beginning of  September 2016, Anastasija Davidova  
and Matija Jošt (Slovenia) visited Rangtik Tokpo, Shimling Tokpo and 
Denyai Tokpo in the Haptal mountains of  Zanskar. These are rarely vis-
ited valleys heading south-west from the Doda river (main Zanskar valley) 

which runs from the Darung-Drung glacier near Pensi La; the Doda river 
runs in a south-east direction towards Padum next to the Kargil to Pad-
um road. The team’s first visit was to Rangtik Tokpo, attempting Remalaye 
(6378m) where they reached the west summit (6266m), then followed it up 
with Phobrang (6193m). They then repeated Rolling Stone (500m, D+, V+, 
65) on Shawa Kangri (5728m), which had been first climbed in 2008 by the 
Spanish team of  Luc Pellissa and Sergi Ricart. They subsequently trekked 
up to near the head of  the Shimling glacier, but were forced back by bad 
weather; they noted that there is no recorded climbing activity in this valley. 
Following this, they trekked into the Denyai valley where all the peaks are 
unnamed and unclimbed. At the start of  September the weather improved 
and they went back to the Rangtik Tokpo where they attempted Peak 6193m 
from the east and north but were stopped at 6,100m.

In August 2016 the Japanese explorers Kimikazu Sakamoto, Akira Tani-
guchi and Toshio Itoh visited the Mulung Tokpo valley in Zanskar. This 
team has made several visits since 2009 to southern Zanskar to record  
unclimbed peaks: their results are freely available online. The Mulung  
Tokpo is northwest of  Padam a valley north of  the Haptal; the mountains 
are sub-6,000m and all seem to be unclimbed.

In June 2016 the Romanian climbers Cosmin Andron and Cristina Poga-
cean visited the Chhogo Tokpo valley in Zanskar after reading an article 
by Kimikazu Sakamoto. From Padum, they reached their base camp in 
two days from the road head. With their Indian friends Karn Kowshik and  
Prerna Dangi, the four first attempted the west ridge of  T13 (6436m), turn-
ing back at 5900m. From T13 Cosmin and Cristina spotted a fine couloir 
running straight up the south face of  T16 (6413m). Setting off  from their 
high camp at 5200m the pair climbed snow up to 75° in the lower couloir, 
with a step of  steep polished rock and rotten ice. They stopped above this 
and bivied as the sun had hit the upper face causing rockfall. The next day 
started with the crux icefall and then some difficult mixed climbing before 
a second bivi on the face. The following day they climbed some of  the best 
rock either of  them had climbed in the high mountains to a false summit 
and finally reached the south summit at 4pm. The north summit was over 
a kilometre away; it is not known which is the higher summit, and at 5pm 
they started their descent, arriving back at base camp at 3am. See ‘Zanskar’s 
Supercouloir’ in this edition of  the Alpine Journal.

In August, Taylor Maavara (Canada), Bharat Bhushan and Karn Kow-
shik (India) made an attempted to climb Z1 (6163m) in the Suru valley 
of  the Zanskar Himalaya. This peak had been climbed in 1980 by a joint  
Indo-Japanese expedition. From the Kun basecamp they started their  
attempt on the west face but were forced back by avalanche conditions. 
They note the wealth of  unclimbed lines on 6000m peaks.

In July Sergio Martín de Santos and Oskar Porras Aramendi (Spain) 
visited the Stok and Kang Yatze range near Leh. They acclimatised on the 
popular Stok Kangri (6150m) on 6 July, then climbed Sukhu Kangri (6005m) 
on 8 July via a likely new route they called Animaren Oihua (250m, D)  
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(‘Cry of  the Soul’ in Basque) on  
the north-east face with very dry 
conditions. After some rest days in 
Leh they travelled to Kang Yatze 
base camp (5045m) and climbed  
Reponi Mallai Ri (6050m) on 15 
July. On 19 July they climbed a new 
route on the north-west face of  Dzo 
Jongo (6214m/6280m), calling their 
route Elur (350m, MD 80° M4+)  
after Aramendi’s son.

Himachal Pradesh
From 6-10 June Malcolm Bass and 
Guy Buckingham made the first  
ascent of  north-west ridge of  Gang-
stang (6162m) in the Lahaul district 
of  the Himachal Pradesh. Original-
ly the team were to attempt Rimo 
III in the Indian East Karakorum, 
however the permit was denied at 
the last minute so, with the help of  
Martin Moran, they chose Gang-
stang as a suitable object; Martin 
had led an expedition to the area in 
2007. Approaching from the Naing-

har roadhead, they took two days to reach base camp (4200m). With their 
liaison officer Parmender Sharma they first acclimatised by climbing Neel-
kantha (5324m). On 6 June, Malcolm and Guy set off  camping at 5000m 
below the north face; the next morning they climbed a couloir up to the 
north-west ridge, which was predominantly rock and mixed climbing on 
blocky granite. They had two bivies on the ridge, and on the third day the 
weather deteriorated when they reached 6000m. They followed calf-burn-
ing blue ice up to the small summit where they spent a short amount of  
time and bivied once more, 100m down from the summit. On 10 June they  
descended the south-west ridge back to base camp; they graded the route 
ED1, 5a, Scottish VI, 1500m.

In September and October 2016 aspirant guides John Crook and David  
Sharpe made several impressive assents in the Miyar valley in the Lahaul 
Himalaya (Himachal Pradesh) on a joint trip with Martin Moran (see  
below). They started by acclimatising on Pk 6036m; with continuing good 
weather they immediately began approaching the remote and committing 
Raja Peak (6267m). It took them three days from their advanced base camp 
to reach the north face of  Raja Peak, crossing the Kang La and follow-
ing the Temasa valley to the base of  the face. They spent a day observ-
ing the face then set off  on 31 September, following mixed and ice pitches 

(crux) to a bivy half  way up the face, and the following day making the first  
ascent of  the peak. They named the route Transcendence (ED2, Scottish VI, 
1200m) and they descended the south ridge. After a couple of  rest days they 
made the first ascent of  James Peak (adjacent to Marakulla Killa, see below)  
via its north face on 6 October, naming the route Last Chance Saloon (TD-, 
Scottish IV, 1300m).

From 26 September to 2 October, Martin Moran and Ian Dring made 
the first ascent of  Marakulla Killa (5755m) via the magnificent north spur, 
in the Miyar valley of  Lahaul Himalaya (Himachal Pradesh). They started  
from the Jangpur glacier at 4650m and spent the next six days climbing  
varying quality of  granite, including a very blank pitch that required several 
bolts. The graded the route ED2 (perhaps only ED1 for a repeat), 1300m, 
with 21 pitches of  III-VIa+. They descended via the unknown west face, 
making it back to base camp on 2 October.

The duo of  Mick Fowler and Victor Saunders teamed up for the first time 
in 27 years to make the first ascent of  Sersank Peak (Shib Shankar, 6050m) 
via the striking north spur from 28 September to 4 October. Approaching 
over the Sersank La (5000m) the pair accessed the bottom of  the face; heavy 
snowfall prior to starting the face made for slow going on the lower face.  
On the third day they started up the north face proper, with the fourth day 
providing the crux with several ice pitches just within their limits. On day 
five they chopped through the cornice to reach the summit plateau, and 
climbed the 150m high summit block the next day (a Japanese team had 
climbed to within 40m of  the summit in 2008, but had not reached the very 
top). They then spent two days descending the complex south and west  
face; the route is graded ED, 1000m.

Uttarakhand
The Russian team of  Dmitry Golovchenko, Dmitry Grigoriev and Sergey 
Nilov made the first ascent of  the north buttress of  Thalay Sagar (6904m). 
They named the route Moveable Feast (ED2, M7, WI5, 5c, A3, 1400m). For  
this ascent they received both the Russian Golden Ice Axe award and the 
Piolets d’Or. The north face of  Thalay Sagar has around five other routes, 
including the original Hungarian route (1991) and the New Zealand- 
Australian route that was the first to directly tackle the ominous shale band 
at the top of  the face, and winning the 1999 Piolets d’Or. The Russians  
started on 9 September, summiting on 17 September and returning to base 
camp on the 19th. They bivied nine times on the face without a portaledge 
(all other direct routes have used one). The first 500-600m was steep snow 
and ice, and led to the first rock bastion that involved steep climbing on  
ice filled cracks; this led to mixed ground and a steep headwall.

In October the US team of Jason Kruk, Joel Kauffman and Tad McCrea 
made the first ascent of  Chaukhamba III (6974m) via the 1,600m south 
ridge, to within 16m of  the summit. The ascent has proved controversial  
as the team did not have a permit to climb the mountain, and as a conse-
quence there is a lack of  information on the ascent. The team spent six days 

Raja Peak: Transcendence climbs the 
central gully with a dogleg right before 
trending left again. (John Crook)
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climbing the route and 12 days on the mountain; they named the route  
Sab Kuch Milega (‘No Fun Allowed’) and graded it 5.10, A0, 90°.

In May 2016 Martin Moran led a commercial trip with seven others 
where they made the first ascent of  Vishnu Killa (Vishnu’s Citadel, 5968m); 
the sub 6000m height of  the peak meant that this could be completed in a 
three-week visit. Facing a mass retreat of  porters on the way to base camp 
the team ended up ferrying the 500kg of  supplies to base camp themselves. 
On 20 May they started the summit push at 22:30 as three ropes of  four. 
Crossing a col and then a complex glacier to the serpentine ridge, they broke 
through the overhanging cornice and finally the summit, where they were 
afforded magnificent views of  the Nanda Devi range.

In May Susan Jensen (Scotland) and Anindya ‘Raja’ Mukherjee (India) 
travelled to Vishnugarh Darh (Vishnu’s fortress) range of  unclimbed peaks 
south of  the Panpatia Glacier, which is to the south of  Nilkanth. However, 
Raja contracted a lung infection and the expedition brought Raja down for 
medical attention.

Sikkim
In October and November an Irish expedition including Jack Bergin, Alan 
Tees, Richard Creagh, Sean Martin, Olga Joensuu, Damien Hawkins,  
Piaras Kelly, Mick Donnelly with support staff  of  Lakpa Sherpa and  
Anindya Mukherjee, travelled to Zumthul Phuk glacier; the team had  
visited this area in 2014. After three days of  poor weather they established 
an advanced base camp. From there they made the first ascent of  Diwali 
Lho (4886m), climbed on the first day of  Diwali, by two different routes on 
the same day. Both the routes involved mixed climbing up to Scottish III. 
Following that they made the first ascent of  a 5,000m peak which involved 
a pitch of  British VS climbing. Meanwhile, two members climbed two  
cols (5064m and 5226m) in one morning exploring a possible passage 
to the Zemu glacier. After the first col (5064m, N27°43'34" E88°23'01.") 
they realised this col had been crossed by Paul Bauer’s 1937 expedition. 
The other col (5226m, N27°43'38.27", E88°22'28.55") was a first ascent.  
They proposed to name it White Col after John Claude White. While,  
descending the second col, they came across unusual footprints that remind-
ed them of  the local legend about the Bon Manchi.

Finally there were several impressive repeats in the Indian Himalaya in 
2016, including French ascents of  the Scottish Pillar and the Estrella Impossible 
on Bhagirathi III (6454m). Also worthy of  mention is Ueli Steck’s fortieth 
birthday ascent of  Shivling (6543m) with his wife in a remarkable seven- 
day trip.

•  With additional information from Anindya Mukherjee, Lindsay Griffin 
and Nandini Purandare.

View looking south from top of Diwali Lho. Siniolchu Needles or Singyel Lhu 
(5712m) on the right. (Anindya Mujherjee)


